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ABSTRACT
We investigate spatial patterns in mobile service consumption that

emerge at national scale. Our investigation focuses on a representa-

tive case study, i.e., France, where we find that: (i) the demand for

popular mobile services is fairly uniform across the whole coun-

try, and only a reduced set of peculiar services (mainly operating

system updates and long-lived video streaming) yields geographic

diversity; (ii) even for such distinguishing services, the spatial het-

erogeneity of demands is limited, and a small set of consumption be-

haviors is sufficient to characterize most of the mobile service usage

across the country; (iii) the spatial distribution of these behaviors

correlates well with the urbanization level, ultimately suggesting

that the adoption of geographically-diverse mobile applications is

linked to a dichotomy of cities and rural areas. We derive our results

through the analysis of substantial measurement data collected by

a major mobile network operator, leveraging an approach rooted in

information theory that can be readily applied to other scenarios.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network services; • Social and professional
topics→ Geographic characteristics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As mobile data traffic keeps surging worldwide [9], knowledge of

where, when, how and why mobile services are consumed by net-

work subscribers becomes increasingly relevant across research and

technology domains, including sociology [4], demography [10], ur-

ban planning [18], economy [30], transportation engineering [34],

or network management [23]. Despite the importance of the prob-

lem and some recent efforts discussed in Section 2, our compre-

hension of mobile service adoption is currently limited, and many

questions remain unanswered, especially when considering the

phenomenon at very large geographical scales. In this paper, we

focus on one such open question, namely: “how similar (or differ-
ent) are demands for mobile services across a whole country?” We

answer by analyzing a real-world dataset of mobile network traffic

collected by a major operator that describes the demands for indi-

vidual services in 10,000 communes (i.e., administrative areas) in

France. Our study yields the following insights:

• what sets communes apart are not usage patterns of the most

popular services, which tend to be similar everywhere in the coun-

try, but those of a small set of specific services that still figure in the

top-50 services in terms of generated traffic, including operating

system updates and long-lived video streaming;

• just 9 (respectively, 50) service consumption patterns are suffi-

cient to retain 23% (respectively, 35%) of the overall usage diversity,

implying that a small number of distinct behaviors is sufficient to

characterize the many thousands of areas in the whole of France;

• clear correlations exist between different patterns in mobile ser-

vice consumption and demographics features, which are rooted in

higher (or lower) than average usage of specific types of service.

Deriving these results requires overcoming methodological and

computational challenges. We face a clustering problem, where

communes are to be grouped based on how their inhabitants use

mobile services. However, our clustering operates in a multidimen-

sional space of hundreds of mobile services, where a suitable notion

of similarity is to be defined. In addition, working at a national scale

implies potentially disentangling billions of pairwise relationships

between tens of thousands of geographical areas.

We address these issues by adopting an information theoretic

approach that builds on the notion of mutual information between

mobile service demands and geographical locations. The mutual

https://doi.org/10.1145/3308558.3313628
https://doi.org/10.1145/3308558.3313628
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information measures how much can be inferred about the con-

sumed services by knowing the location, and vice versa. We first

leverage it to limit the problem dimension in the mobile service

space, by identifying informative services that maximize the mu-

tual information, i.e., exhibit significant spatial diversity. Also, we
measure the similarity of usage distributions of such informative

services between two communes in terms of the loss of mutual in-

formation incurred when their distributions are merged. Finally, the

fraction of retained mutual information is used to assess the quality

of clustering results obtained via a scalable two-phase approach.

Overall, our work sheds light on the limited set of services that

are responsible for diversity in mobile data demands across a whole

developed country, and on their relation to demographics features.

It also provides the research community with a tool
1
for the analysis

of patterns in mobile data traffic usage at national scales.

2 RELATEDWORK
The vast majority of the literature onmobile network traffic analysis

investigates patterns in the aggregate demand, without differenti-

ating among services. In this context, early works have revealed

the heterogeneity that characterizes the offered load at radio access

in space and time, leading to strong fluctuations of the demand

across diverse regions of a same city and during different periods

of the day [26]. Especially relevant to our study are works that

established links between the temporal dynamics of aggregate traf-

fic and the land use, i.e., the type of human infrastructures and

activities present in a given area [8, 16, 32]. Although they focus

on aggregate traffic at city scale, these studies have demonstrated

for the first time the strong impact that user centric aspects can

have on the adoption of mobile applications.

At the individual mobile service level, several works have stud-

ied specific applications in depth. Investigations have focused on

services such as adaptive-bit-rate video streaming by over-the-top

providers [12], Facebook and WhatsApp [15], or cloud storage [22].

These studies address the network-level performance of the exam-

ined services, and do not provide insights in terms of the geographi-

cal diversity of their usage. Related to these works is also a thorough

analysis of web browsing behaviors by mobile users, which finds

that a limited number of profiles are sufficient to capture most of

the patterns in website visits [20]. However, similarly to the papers

above, also in this case the spatial dimension is not considered.

Geographical diversity has been often overlooked also in prior

explorations of mobile data traffic considering multiple services.

Most works in the literature have a different focus, including dif-

ferences in mobile application usage in time [35] or across the

subscriber population [21]. Attention has also been paid to patterns

in the utilization of apps by individual users, finding, e.g., that mo-

bile service usage is very heterogeneous among the user base [13],

strongly depends on context [6], is characterized by brief bursts of

interactions [14], and is influenced by the type of device used [19].

However, these are orthogonal problems to that of the spatial di-

versity of the demands for mobile services that we target. Finally,

several previous works have observed a strong locality in the usage

of applications within a given urban area, i.e., a significant spatial
diversity of usage across different city neighborhoods [29, 31]. Our

1
Available at https://github.com/rajkarn/mobdiv.

investigation suggests that these dissimilarities in service usage

are not significant at a national scale, where the consumption of

mobile services is relatively uniform.

Only two previous works investigate the spatial dimension of

mobile application usage at a national scale. In a study carried

out in the US [33], the authors hint at the existence of local (i.e.,
US state-related) and nationwide services. We do not find such

a dichotomy in our case study, and ascribe it to the federal or-

ganization of the US into states, which is not reflected in France.

Interestingly, however, the differences in the consumption of na-

tionwide apps is fairly limited in the USA (between 2% and 20%),

which is consistent with our findings. The second work is a recent

study of mobile service usage in France [24], which unveils the

existence of a strong temporal diversity in mobile service demands,

but somewhat lower geographical differences. Our in-depth analy-

sis substantiates the observations in [24] with stronger evidence

of the limited nationwide diversity of mobile service consumption

patterns. Finally, we remark that both works above only provide

preliminary geographical results via baseline statistical measures,

and do not perform a rigorous analysis based on spatial clustering

as the one we propose. Moreover, none investigates the existence

of informative services whose distribution is geographically varied,

or offers interpretations of the results based on side information.

3 SYSTEM MODEL
As stated at the outset, our framework builds on information theory.

In this section we introduce the notation and fundamentals of the

proposed approach, and show how they apply to our scenario.

3.1 Probabilistic rendering of service demands
Let C = {1, . . . ,NC } and S = {1, . . . ,NS } be the set of geographi-

cal areas in the target region and the set of mobile services under

study, respectively, having cardinality NC and NS . A total mobile

data traffic of ti bytes is generated in area i , i = 1, . . . ,NC , over the
system observation time, i.e., the time period during which network

measurements are performed
2
. Let C be a random variable, with

outcome in C, representing the selection of an area with a certain

probability. Similarly, let S be a random variable, with outcome in

S, representing the selection of a service. In the considered period

of time, the probability that a given byte of traffic was generated

by service j in area i is the joint probability distribution of services

and areas, denoted by pS,C (j, i), j = 1, . . . ,NS , i = 1, . . . ,NC .
Given an area i , the probability of observing a byte generated by

service j is denoted by the conditional probability pS |C (j |i) = ρ j,i .
The vector ρi = [ρ1,i , . . . , ρNS ,i ] thus represents the service usage
distribution in area i and is such that

∑NS
j=1 ρ j,i = 1.

Overall, the probability of observing traffic generated by service

j, j = 1, . . . ,NS , is represented by the marginal distribution of

traffic among services:

pS (j) =

NC∑
i=1

pS,C (j, i) =

NC∑
i=1

pC (i)ρ j,i ,

2
As our interest is in the spatial diversity of mobile service usage, we primarily consider

data accumulated over time. However, we also carried out experiments by partially

disaggregating data in time, as discussed at the end of Section 6.2.

https://github.com/rajkarn/mobdiv


where pC (i), i = 1, . . . ,NC is the fraction of traffic in area i , among

all areas, and so is given by:

pC (i) =
ti∑NC

k=1 tk
.

The amount of information that random variables S andC share

is measured by the mutual information:

I (S ;C) = H (S) − H (S |C), (1)

where H (S) and H (S |C) are the entropy of S and the conditional

entropy of S given C , respectively, expressed as:

H (S) = −

NS∑
j=1

pS (j) logpS (j),

and

H (S |C) = −

NC∑
i=1

pC (i)

NS∑
j=1

pS |C (j |i) logpS |C (j |i).

The mutual information I (S ;C) is a measure of the correlation

between how traffic is distributed among services in S and among

areas in C; i.e., it captures how much can be inferred about the

consumed services by knowing C , or vice versa. As a result, I (S ;C)
measures how much mobile service usage depends on geographical

location. I (S ;C) = 0 when S and C are independent, i.e., the exact
same distribution of mobile service traffic is observed across all

areas in C , and the spatial diversity is nil. Non-zero yet low values

of mutual information of services and areas imply that sampling

a unit of traffic from those services still carries little information

on the area it was sampled from, i.e., that services tend to have

a quite uniform usage distribution across areas. As I (S ;C) grows,
the knowledge of C increasingly helps to anticipate the value of

S , i.e., geographical regions are characterized by more and more

distinctive mobile service usage, hence the spatial diversity rises.

3.2 Application to the France case study
We apply the probabilistic model above to the nationwide case

study of France. The information on the traffic demands for indi-

vidual mobile services in France was collected by a major network

operator during one continuous week in late 2016. Deep packet

inspection and proprietary fingerprinting techniques
3
were em-

ployed on traffic sniffed on the GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP),

so as to associate single IP-level flows to applications. Overall, the

dataset captures the usage of thousands of mobile services by 30

million subscribers in 10,000 communes, i.e., local administrative

zones with a mean surface of 16 km
2
, in France.

The left plot in Fig. 1 provides an illustration of the joint proba-

bility pS,C (j, i), where S is the set of the 50 most popular mobile

services
4
, and C is the set of 10,000 communes. We remark the

3
Confidential agreements with the network operator do not allow us to disclose the

details of the traffic classification procedure. However, we can mention that 88% of the

sessions were correctly detected, according to the operator’s performance evaluations.

Also, we underscore that the data collection occurred in compliance with regulations

in force, and was approved by the French national authority for data privacy (CNIL).

All data was aggregated by the operator at the commune level before we could access

it, which ensures strong privacy protection as mobile traffic is accumulated over

thousands of subscribers. No individual data is used in our study.

4
We limit plots to the 50 services that generate the highest demands, for the sake of

clarity. Such services account for over 93% of the total mobile data traffic in France.

high unbalance in the traffic recorded across communes, as well as

among services, underscored by the logarithmic scale of the z axis.

The middle plot in Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the mutual

information I (Sk ;C), computed by limiting the joint distribution to

a subset Sk ⊆ S of the k services that generate the highest total

traffic; equivalently, Sk denotes the random variable representing

the selection of a service inSk . The numberk of considered services

is on the x-axis. We note that the mutual information remains very

low, close to zero, for all top-50 services: according to our previous

discussion, this implies that there is very little correlation between

the two variables, hence the distribution of mobile service traffic

does not vary in a sensible manner across communes.

A more detailed view is provided in the right plot in Fig. 1, which

shows the joint distribution pS,C (j, i) in a linearized form where

each “period” represents the probabilities associated to one ser-

vice over all communes. The product of the marginal distributions

pS (j) · pC (i) is also displayed according to the same format. There

is a substantial overlap between the two curves, which confirms

that spatial diversity is low also when inspecting the system on

a more detailed per-service basis. Indeed, matching curves imply

pS,C (j, i) = pS (j) · pC (i), hence independence between S and C , or,
equivalently, I (S ;C) = 0 in (1). As discussed previously, such a con-

dition indicates that service consumption is identical everywhere.

Overall, these results lead to our first takeaway message: usage
patterns of the most popular mobile services tend to be very
similar across the whole country under study. This is quite a
surprising outcome, considering the spatial differences in demo-

graphic, social and economic features that characterize France. It

also leads us to investigate next if specific individual services are

in fact geographically diverse in their usage characteristics.

4 DETECTING INFORMATIVE SERVICES
An interesting observation from the right plot of Fig. 1 is that,

although the overlap between pS,C (j, i) and pS (j) ·pC (i) is generally
good, some services (denoted by specific “periods”) show especially

noisy joint distribution curves that are not well captured by the

simple product of the marginal distributions. Such services thus

appear to be adopted less homogeneously across the country than

most other mobile applications. Next, we investigate the existence

of informative services that are characterized by a non-negligible

diversity of usage across geographical areas in the target region.

4.1 Maximizing the mutual information
Consider a subset S′ = {j1, . . . , j |S′ |} ⊆ S of services and define

the service usage distribution in area i restricted to S′ as ρi (S
′) =

[ρi1(S
′), . . . , ρi, |S′ |(S

′)], where

ρik (S
′) =

ρi, jk∑ |S′ |
k ′=1 ρi, jk′

.

Considering only services that are in S′, let us define the traffic

within area i , denoted by ti (S
′), as the sum of the demands within

area i for each service in S′. The joint probability of sampling area

i and service jk ∈ S
′
is then given by pC (i,S

′)ρik (S
′), where we

suppose pC (i,S
′) to be the fraction of traffic in area i , i.e.,

pC (i,S
′) =

ti (S
′)∑NC

i′=1 ti′(S
′)
.



Figure 1: Probabilistic view of mobile service demands in France. Left: joint distribution pS,C (j, i) of services in S and com-
munes in C. Middle: mutual information I (Sk ;C) computed on subsets Sk of the k services generating the most traffic. Right:
unidimensional rendering of pS,C (j, i) (blue) and marginal distributions product pS (j) ·pC (i) (red). Figure best viewed in colors.

We can now define informative services as a subset of all mobile

services such that their mutual information with respect to the

target spatial areas ismaximized. Formally, the subset of informative

services defined as above maps to the optimal choice of S′ ⊆ S

that solves the following problem:

S′
opt
= arg max

S′⊆S
I (C |S′ ; S |S′),

where C |S′ and S |S′ are the random variables representing the

sampled area and service in the restricted scenario where only

services in S′ are considered.

Unfortunately, the above combinatorial problem is too complex

to be solved exactly for typical data sizes. We thus adopt the fol-

lowing heuristic approach to determine S′. Let us consider the

whole set of services and sample service j from an arbitrary proba-

bility distribution pS (j). Then, along the lines of (1), we consider

I (C; S) = H (S) − H (C |S), where

H (C |S) = −

NS∑
j=1

pS (j)

NC∑
i=1

pC |S (i |j) logpC |S (i |j),

and area i is sampled with probability

pC |S (i |j) =
ti, j∑NC

i′=1 ti′, j
.

The optimal service distribution p∗S that weights services according

to their informativeness is the one that solves

p∗S = arg max

pS (j)
I (C; S),

which we obtain via the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm [1, 3]. We then

sort the services according to decreasing values of p∗S and we set

a threshold θ . Then, S′ contains those services for which p∗S > θ .
The value of θ can be empirically chosen by inspecting the shape

of p∗S , as we will see next in the context of our reference scenario.

4.2 Application to the France case study
When applied to the France reference scenario, the approach re-

turns the result in Fig. 2. Here, mobile services in S (x axis) are

ranked based on their associated weights p∗S . The differences in
weights is striking, and spans tens of orders of magnitude: this

implies that some services are significantly more informative than

others. Specifically, there is a clear gap in the ranked values after

the 13
th

service, highlighted by the vertical line, which indicates a

substantial reduction of informativeness beyond that point. As the

Figure 2: Mobile services ranked by the weighting distribu-
tion p∗S returned by the Blahut-Arimoto approach in France.

Table 1: Set S′ of informative services in France. Values
within parentheses denote OS-specific traffic, while the ab-
sence of such values indicates OS-independent traffic.

p∗S rank Service name Weekly traffic / Overall rank

1 torrent (Android) 8,070 GB / 43
2 Netflix (Android) 8,244 GB / 42
3 Netflix (iOS) 13,100 GB / 33
4 streaming (Android) 6,989 GB / 47
5 OS updates (iOS) 10,100 GB / 38
6 streaming (Windows Mobile) 11,800 GB / 35
7 streaming (iOS) 20,503 GB / 25
8 OS updates (Windows Mobile) 42,900 GB / 18
9 WhatsApp 8,821 GB / 40
10 OS updates (Android) 6,993 GB / 46
11 blogging 11,100 GB / 37
12 cloud storage (iOS) 11,300 GB / 36
13 SoundCloud 7,814 GB / 45

first 13 mobile services in the p∗S ranking yield nearly equivalent in-

formativeness, we include them all in the set S′. These informative

services are listed in Tab. 1, where we remark that:

• there exists a notable pattern in the selected mobile services, as

they belong to specific classes, i.e., operating system (OS) updates,

and audio/video streaming;

• none of these informative services are among the top 15 in terms

of total generated traffic, but they are all within the top 50, and

amount to substantial network traffic loads of Terabytes per week.

Overall, those identified above are the mobile services that show

substantial diversity in usage across France. Indeed, if S ′ is the
random variable representing the selection of a service in S′, the

mutual information I (S ′;C) is equal to 0.236, which is between 5 and
25 times that recorded from the top-k services in Sk , for any k≤50,
in the middle plot of Fig. 1. The findings above convey our second

takeaway message: there exist a small set of applications that
are actually informative of the geographical diversity in mo-
bile service consumption, and which belong to fairly specific
service categories.



5 CLUSTERING MOBILE SERVICE USAGES
In order to understand how the informative services inS′ are linked

to the actual geography of France, we cluster the communes in C

based on their mobile service usage distribution. Clustering based

on distributions itself is non-trivial, and the scale of our scenario

adds a layer of complexity. We build upon a recent breakthrough

in social segregation analysis [7] to define the weighted diversity of

two distributions, and use it in a scalable two-phase process.

5.1 Weighted diversity
Our problem essentially involves clustering geographical areas

according to their service usage distribution. In our context, a clus-

tering of areas with NK clusters (NK ≤ NC ) is a map K : C → K

where K = {1, . . . ,NK }. We then define JK(k), k = 1, . . . ,NK as

JK(k) = {c ∈ C : K(c) = k},

which is the set of geographical areas grouped into cluster k . Also,
a clustering K1 is a refinement of another clustering K2 if and only

if, for any two c1, c2 ∈ C, K1(c1) = K1(c2) implies K2(c1) = K2(c2).
Let K = K(C) be the random variable representing the cluster in

which a sampled area belongs to. The distribution pK of clusters is

induced by the distribution of areas pC in a trivial way, i.e.,

pK (k) =
∑

i ∈JK(k )

pC (i).

We can now define the mutual information between cluster and

service random variables, denoted by I (K , S). By the data processing
inequality, we have I (K ; S) ≤ I (C; S), since K is a deterministic

function of C so that the knowledge of C implies the knowledge of

K but not vice versa. More generally, we have the proposition:

Proposition 5.1. If K1 is a refinement of K2 and Ki = Ki (C),
i = 1, 2, then

I (K2; S) ≤ I (K1; S)

Proof: For the proof, we first consider that K1 has NK + 1 clusters,

K2 has NK clusters, JK1 (k) = JK2 (k) for k = 1, . . . ,NK − 1 and

JK2 (NK ) = JK1 (NK ) ∪ JK1 (NK + 1). Then, the difference I (K1; S) −
I (K2; S) is given in (2), where pK2

(NK ) = pK1
(NK ) + pK1

(NK + 1).

Now, since mutual information is convex, we have as a consequence

(3). This implies that I (K1; S) − I (K2; S) ≥ 0.

When K1 is a general refinement of K2, we can always imagine

a chain of refinements that starts from K2 and ends to K1, in which

each step consists in splitting a cluster into two. For each of such

steps, we can apply the argument above, and conclude again that

I (K1; S) − I (K2; S) ≥ 0.

In the above proposition, the information loss I (K1; S) − I (K2; S)
can be seen as the price to pay for merging two clusters of K1

into a single cluster of K2. Based on this observation, and given

a clustering K, we can introduce a pairwise cost measure for the

joining of any two clusters JK(k1) and JK(k2), which will be central

to the design of our information theory-based clustering algorithm.

We name such a measure weighted diversity, and define it as follows.

Definition 5.1. Given a spatial clustering K with clusters JK(1),
. . . , JK(NK ), let us define a new clustering Ki,i′ , with NK − 1 clusters,
obtained from K by merging clusters JK(i) and JK(i

′). Moreover, let

K = K(C) and Ki,i′ = Ki,i′(C). We define the weighted diversity
between JK(i) and JK(i

′) as

d(i, i ′) = I (K ; S) − I (Ki,i′ ; S). (4)

In the above proposition, the information loss I (K1; S) − I (K2; S)
can be seen as the cost entailed by passing from a more refined

description of service usage distribution given by clustering K1 to

a coarser description corresponding to K2. Next, we employ the

measure in (4) as the basis for a clustering algorithm.

5.2 Practical clustering algorithm
The weighted diversity measure can be leveraged as a distance

metric for practical algorithms that aim at clustering geographical

areas based on mobile service usage. It has the following desirable

features: (i) it depends only on the two considered clusters i and
i ′, and not on the other components of clustering K, as per (2),

hence it is a suitable distance metric for clustering; (ii) its definition
and properties are independent of how K is obtained, hence it

can be used in combination with any clustering algorithm; and,

(iii) it is specifically designed for computing the dissimilarity of

two distributions, i.e., the data representation that characterizes

our system. In addition, the metric has a clear interpretation in

information theory terms, as it maps to the loss of information

incurred by merging the mobile service usage distributions of two

geographical areas into one. Two areas with identical service usage

will be characterized by a null weighted diversity, andmerging them

into the same cluster will preserve the original distributions without

any loss of information. Instead, two areas with very diverse service

consumption will have a high weighted diversity, and joining them

in a same cluster will lose the specificity of the original distributions.

According to (ii) above, we can embed weighted diversity as a

similarity measure in any clustering algorithm. In this work, we opt

for a greedy divide-et-impera solution, which, unlike legacy (e.g.,
spectral, agglomerative, modularity-based) clustering techniques,

avoids computing pairwise weighted diversities for the billion edges

in the complete mesh of geographical areas. The algorithm, outlined

in Alg. 1, separates the problem in two phases as follows.

5.2.1 Phase I. In the first phase, we start by initializing the cluster-

ing K to the set of communes C, i.e., considering each commune in

a separate cluster (line 2). We then compute the dissimilarity matrix

D among all communes in C by initializing all values to∞ (line 3),

and then updating the actual weighted diversity via the expression

in (4) only between pairs of adjacent communes (lines 4-6). An

important remark is that the matrix D is very sparse, since com-

munes typically have a fairly small number of neighboring areas

(e.g., less than ten), which is orders of magnitude lower than the

cardinality of C: therefore, populating D with weighted diversities

is dramatically faster than computing the weighted diversity for

all pairs of areas in the target region. At this point, matrix D repre-

sents a sparse, weighted graph on which we can run any practical

algorithm cluster to produce the desired grouping of the original

communes in the starting K into NK1
clusters (line 7). In our imple-

mentation, we opt for a simple hierarchical clustering technique

also presented in Alg. 1. This is a traditional greedy approach [2, 11]:

until the desired number of clusters is obtained (line 16), it proceeds

by identifying the two areas (or clusters) with minimum weighted



I (K1; S) − I (K2; S) = H (S |K2) − H (S |K1)

=

NK∑
k=1

pK2
(k)H (S |K2 = k) −

NK+1∑
k=1

pK1
(k)H (S |K1 = k)

= pK2
(NK )H (S |K2 = NK ) − pK1

(NK )H (S |K1 = NK ) − pK1
(NK + 1)H (S |K1 = NK + 1) (2)

H (S |K2 = NK ) ≥
pK1
(NK )

pK1
(NK ) + pK1

(NK + 1)
H (S |K1 = NK ) +

pK1
(NK + 1)

pK1
(NK ) + pK1

(NK + 1)
H (S |K1 = NK + 1) (3)

Algorithm 1: Two-phase clustering algorithm pseudocode.

input: C, set of geographical areas, i.e., communes

input: A, adjacency matrix of areas in C
input: NK

1
, NK

2
target number of clusters in phases I and II

1 procedure twoPhaseClustering(C, A)
2 K : C → C s.t. K(c) = c, ∀c ∈ C
3 D ∈ RNC ×NC ←∞
4 foreach (i, i′) ∈ A do
5 D(i, i′) = weightedDiversity(JK(i), JK(i′))
6 end
7 K1 ← cluster(K, D, A, NK

1
)

8 D1 ∈ R
NK

1
×NK

1 ←∞

9 foreach (i, i′) ∈ D1 do
10 D1(i, i′) = weightedDiversity(JK(i), JK(i′))
11 end
12 K2 ← cluster(K1, D1, A, NK

2
)

13 return K2
14 end

15 procedure cluster(K, D, A, NK )
16 while |K | > NK do
17 (i∗, i

′∗) ← argmin(i,i′) D(i, i
′)

18 K← K \ JK(i∗), JK(i
′∗)

19 J ← JK(i∗)
⋃

JK(i
′∗)

20 K← {K, J }
21 foreach i < |K | do
22 remove(D, (i, i∗), (i, i

′∗))

23 if ∃(j, j′) ∈ A, s.t. j ∈ JK(i), j′ ∈ J then
24 D(i, |K |) = weightedDiversity(JK(i), JK( |K |))
25 end
26 end
27 end
28 return K
29 end

diversity (line 17), removing them from the current set of clusters

(line 18), performing a merge of the geographical areas and associ-

ated mobile service usage distributions (line 19), and finally adding

the new cluster to the updated K (line 20). The dissimilarity matrix

is also updated, by removing the weighted diversity values associ-

ated to the two merged areas, and computing and adding to D the

weighted diversities between the newly created cluster J and all

adjacent (merged) regions in the current K (line 21-26).

At the end of this phase, a specific clustering K1 of NK1
merged

communes is selected. Typical approaches for picking NK1
rely on

expert knowledge of the system, or stopping rules [25]. Instead,

we opt for a simple and pragmatic strategy. Each iteration of the

cluster algorithm decreases NK by generating a refinement of

the previous clustering, which, according to Definition 5.1, retains

lower or equal information than that available at the previous

step. Thus, a larger NK1
is always a better choice, and NK1

can

be straightforwardly set to the order of the largest graph that is

computationally manageable during the second phase.

Figure 3: France scenario. Left: variation of τ with number
of communes. Right: relationship between τ and 1/

√
NC .

5.2.2 Phase II. In the second phase, we build a clique, i.e., fully con-
nected mesh, of the clusters received from the first phase, and com-

pute the weighted diversity for all pairs of clusters in K1 (lines 8-11).

Note that, unlike in the first phase, this is now a feasible operation,

as NK1
is selected by accounting for computational feasibility.

We then run the cluster algorithm again on the new graph

(line 12). This operation allows breaking the spatial proximity con-

straint imposed during phase I: areas that are geographically dis-

tant and yet show similar mobile service distributions can now be

grouped together in a scalable way. Using the weighted diversity

as an edge weight metric returns an easily interpretable view of

the information loss at each refinement, and allows for an educated

choice of the eventual number of clusters to retain, NK2
. We provide

an example of this property in the France case study, in Section 5.3.

5.2.3 Complexity analysis. The function weightedDiversity oper-

ates on the conditional distributionspS |C (j |i) = ρ j,i of S onC . Thus,
its complexity is linear with respect to the size of the outcome set

of S , i.e., O(NS ) for any pair of geographical areas.

During phase I, the calculation of weightedDiversity is first re-

peated for all non-zero elements of the adjacency matrix A ∈
RNC×NC

to obtain D, which yields a complexity O
(
NS (τNC )

2
)
.

Here, τ is the squared fractional average degree in the adjacency

graph described by matrix A: it denotes the sparsity of the matrix

due by the geographical topology of the target region. Then, each it-

eration of the cluster algorithm requires recomputing all weighted

diversities for the neighboring areas of those selected for merging,

with complexity O (NS (τNC )). Overall, this leads to a complexity

of the first phase O
(
NS (τNC )

2 + NS (τNC )
)
= O

(
NS (τNC )

2
)
.

In phase II, the same operations above are repeated on a different,

fully connected graph with a reduced number of nodes equal to the

clusters from the first phase. Hence, the complexity is O

(
NSN

2

K1

)
.

As NK1
≪ NC , we can approximate the total complexity of the

algorithm in the two phases as O
(
NS (τNC )

2
)
.

A key remark is that, in planar spatial graphs such as those we

consider, τ is typically an extremely low number that scales approx-

imately as 1/
√
NC when NC grows [5]. This effectively reduces

the complexity of the proposed two-phase algorithm to O (NSNC ),
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Figure 4: Phase I of the clustering algorithm. Left: Mutual in-
formation I (K ; S ′) retained by the clustering versus the num-
ber of returned clustersNK1

. Right: weighted diversity of the
two communes (or clusters) aggregated at each step.

making it extremely efficient in large-scale scenarios. Evidence of

the scalability of the approach in is provided in Fig. 3, for the France

nationwide scenario. The left plot shows the evolution of τ with

respect to NC in the case of the adjacency matrix of communes

in France, when considering an increasingly larger portion of the

country, i.e., higher NC . The curve confirms the scaling property

indicated above, which is even more clearly seen in the right plot

of Fig. 3, where τ is shown to scale as η/
√
NC with η = 0.05.

5.3 Results in the France case study
The two-phase clustering introduced in Section 5.2 above enables

the investigation of mobile service usage across the whole country

of France. In the light of the results in Section 4.2, it makes sense

to limit the analysis to the set of informative services S′ that yield

non-negligible geographical diversity.

5.3.1 Phase I analysis. Fig. 4 shows the mutual information I (K ; S ′)
retained by all clusterings K1 in the hierarchical structure formed

by the greedy approach during the first phase of the algorithm.

Looking at each of these plots from right to left allows imagining

how the algorithm works. Specifically, I (K ; S ′) is illustrated as a

function of NK1
, i.e., the number of clusters. In the left plot, we

note that I (K ; S ′) grows with NK1
, as expected from Definition 5.1,

until it reaches the complete mutual information I (C; S ′) (green
horizontal line) that characterizes the system ofNS ′ (i.e., 13) services
and NC (i.e., 10,000) communes in France, when NK1

= NC .
The curve grows faster at first, to slow down afterwards: this

means that the majority of the information is retained by the very

first clusters, or, equivalently, that the latest iterations of the ag-

glomerative clustering are those that lose the highest informations.

This is highlighted in the right plot of Fig. 4, where the merging of

the few tens of clusters (on the left) results in an information loss,

quantified by the weighted diversity, which is orders of magnitude

higher than that incurred at earlier stages of the algorithm (to the

right). The diversity gently degrades across the vast majority of

NK1
values, with the exception of the last clusterings: this implies

that only the opening aggregations do not lose information.

5.3.2 Phase II analysis. As recommended in Section 5.2, we retain

the maximum number of clusters for which we can afford the

computationally expensive processing of the second phase. We

thus consider NK1
= 1, 000, which is highlighted by the vertical

line in Fig. 4, and captures 52% of the original mutual information.

This means that we are bounding the computational complexity of

the analysis in phase II to operations on graphs with 500, 000 edges.
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Figure 5: Phase II of the clustering algorithm. Left: Mutual
information I (K ; S ′) retained by the clustering versus the
number of returned clusters NK2

. Right: weighted diversity
of the two communes (or clusters) aggregated at each step.

Table 2: Urbanization levels categorizing French communes.
Metropolis, medium- and small-sized cities are based on the
number of workplaces. Intermediate classes are obtained by
geographical adjacency to the three types of urban areas.

Level Urbanization class Workplaces Adjacency
1 Large metropolis 10,000 and more -

2 Large metropolis suburbs - to 1

3 Large metropolis influence area - to 2

4 Medium-sized city 5,000 - 10,000 -

5 Medium-sized city suburbs - to 4

6 Small-sized city 1,500 - 5,000 -

7 Small-sized city suburbs - to 6

8 Town - to 7

9 Rural area - -

Equivalent curves to those for the first phase, illustrating the out-

put of the clustering on the fully connected mesh of 1,000 clusters

of communes from the first phase, are shown in Fig. 5. Interest-

ingly, the mutual information curve, in the left plot, grows much

faster with NK2
than it did with NK1

during phase I. We ascribe

this phenomenon to the fact that the clique representation removes

all geographical constraints, and grants higher flexibility during

the clustering process, allowing matching and merging (clusters of)

communes that are spatially distant but showing fairly correlated

mobile service distributions. Therefore, the result implicitly proves

that similar mobile application usages often occur in areas located

at significant geographical distance in France.

The sudden increase of the mutual information also lets us take

an easy, informed choice about a reasonable number of clusters:

e.g., by selecting NK2
= 50 (the red vertical line in Fig. 5), it is

possible to retain 67.5% of the mutual information of the 1,000

clusters considered after first phase, and 35% of the total mutual

information of the system. Or, a very small NK2
= 9 preserves 44%

and 23% of the mutual information in the two cases. The detailed

weighted diversity values are in the right plot of Fig. 5.

Overall, the observations above let us formulate our third take-

away message: a small number of commune clusters (e.g., 9,
equal to a fraction 0.0009 of around 10,000 communes con-
sidered in the analysis) is sufficient to retain a substantial
percentage (e.g., over 20%) of the diversity observed in the us-
age of mobile services in France. These figures refer to the set

S′ of services that yield the highest spatial heterogeneity. Then,

the takeaway above implies that there exists a fairly limited set of

typical behaviors in the usage of mobile services across the whole

country, even when considering only those applications that show

substantial geographic diversity.



Figure 6: Maps of France. Left: geographical layout of theNK2
= 9 clusters produced by our algorithm, each identified by a color.

Middle: population density levels (in people per square kilometer). Right: urbanization levels. Figure best viewed in colors.

(a) Cluster k = 2 (b) Cluster k = 3

(c) Cluster k = 5 (d) Cluster k = 9

Figure 7: Geographical coverage of four representative clusters, and associated PDF ρ j,k of the informative service demands.

6 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
In order to better understand the results obtained so far, we investi-

gate the links between the clustered mobile service usages and the

country demographics in the representative case of NK2
= 9.

6.1 French geography of mobile service usage
The left plot in Fig. 6 provides an illustration of how clusters are

associated to different geographical areas in France. The spatial

pattern of clusters is not random. For instance, one cluster clearly

tells apart the Paris metropolitan area from its surroundings (dark

patch at the center top of the map); or, most of the areas in central

France are clustered together in a large continuous region (wide

light territory at center bottom of the map).

In fact, a simple visual inspection reveals that the map of clusters

yields substantial resemblances to those of two important demo-

graphicmeasures: (i) population density, i.e., the number of dwelling

units per commune, measured in inhabitants/Km
2
; (ii) the urban-

ization level, i.e., a categorization of communes based on number

of workplaces and mutual geographical adjacency, which results

in the nine categories in Tab. 2 [17]. The likeness is evident when

comparing the left plot in Fig. 6 with the middle and right plots in

the same figure, which respectively portray the population density

and urbanization levels for all communes in France.

Also, it is interesting to observe how the most informative ser-

vices are consumed in these clusters. Fig. 7 shows the Probability

Density Function (PDF) pS ′ |K (j |k) = ρ j,k of services j ∈ S′ in a

selected subset of clusters k ∈ K . For the sake of clarity, the PDFs
are accompanied by maps displaying the regions included in each

cluster. We observe that the distributions yield significant differ-

ences, and characterize very heterogeneous surfaces. For instance,

clusters 3 and 5 cover large regions all over France that appear to be

fairly complementary; the former happens to be characterized by a

distinctively high usage of streaming services, while the latter has a

high incidence of background traffic generated by smartphones that

run Windows Mobile as the operating system. Instead, clusters 2

and 9 cover much smaller areas in France, and have more balanced

distributions across all services.



6.2 Linking services and demographics
The qualitative analysis above suggests: (i) an apparent correlation

between the geographical layout of the clusters and the intensity of

human presence (captured by the population density and urbaniza-

tion level); and (ii) striking differences in the way specific services

are consumed across clusters. By combining these observations, the

identified clusters allow bonding mobile services to demographics.

6.2.1 Methodology. LetD = {1, . . . ,ND } be a set of demographics

levels (either discretized population density levels, or urbanization

levels), with cardinality ND . All geographical areas i ∈ C are as-

signed a unique level in d ∈ D. We can then define asD the random

variable with outcome inD that denotes the probability that a given

area i is characterized by a specific demographics level. The joint

distribution of demographics levels and clusters is pD,K (d,k), and
we can compute conditional probabilities pD |K (d |k) that describe
the distribution of individual demographics levels within cluster k .

We now define significance vectors ρDk (d) and ρS
′

k (j) from the

distributions pD |K (d |k) = ρd,k and pS ′ |K (j |k) = ρ j,k , as:

ρDk (d) = ρd,k −
1

NK − 1

∑
k ′∈K,k ′,k

ρd,k ′ , ∀k ∈ K,

ρS
′

k (j) = ρ j,k −
1

NK − 1

∑
k ′∈K,k ′,k

ρ j,k ′ , ∀k ∈ K .

The significance vector ρDk (d) (respectively, ρ
S ′
k (j)) associated

to cluster k thus assigns a weight bounded in [−1, 1] to each demo-

graphics level (respectively, service). Such weight indicates how

much the fraction of communes in the clusters associated to one

demographics level (respectively, the demand for a specific service

in the cluster) differ, positively or negatively, from the average

across all clusters. Example illustrations are provided in Fig. 8 and

Fig. 9. Fig. 8 shows the significance vectors ρS
′

k (j) derived from the

conditional service distributions at the four representative clusters

in Fig. 7. Fig. 9 portrays the significance vectors ρDk (d) of the same

four clusters, with respect to urbanization levels. We can observe,

for instance, that clusters 2 and 9 show similar patterns in ρS
′

k (j)
and are much more present in dense urban areas. Instead, cluster 5

is characterized by very high incidence of WindowsMobile updates,

as well as by a striking presence in rural regions.

The extent of inter-dependency among services and demograph-

ics levels can be computed in a rigorous way for each cluster k ∈ K ,

by means of the matrix multiplication ρDk (d)
[
ρS
′

k (j)
]T

, where [·]T

is the matrix transposition operation. This returns an incidence ma-
trix Mk (d, j) ∈ R

ND×NS′ , where element (d, j) is a value in [−1, 1]
that indicates the peculiarity of demands for service j in demograph-

ics leveld , as conveyed by cluster k . Highly positive (resp., negative)
values point at abnormally high (resp., low) incidence of the service

in the demographics level. Finally, it is possible to derive a single

incidence matrix for the overall clustering K, by simply averaging

over all clusters k ∈ K , i.e.,M(d, j) = 1

NK
2

∑
k ∈K Mk (d, j).

6.2.2 Results and discussion. Examples of the matricesM(d, j) ob-
tained with the clustering K portrayed in the left plot of Fig. 6,

where NK2
= 9, are in the left and middle plots of Fig. 10, for demo-

graphics levels obtained with population density percentiles and

urbanization levels, respectively. The matrices confirm that some

informative services are prone to an higher-than-average use in

areas characterized by specific demographics levels; for instance,

Windows system updates and streaming services have higher in-

cidence in rural areas, and a lower impact on urbanized areas;

conversely, WhatsApp is widely adopted in metropolitan areas, but

shows lower-than-average usage in the countryside. Interestingly,

the two metrics used to derive demographics levels, in the left and

middle plots of Fig. 10, appear to yield consistent views across ser-

vices. We provide a joint representation in the right plot of Fig. 10,

where application j ∈ S′ is located in the bidimensional space

of population density and urbanization levels, by assigning to it

coordinates
1

ND

∑
d ∈D d ·M(d, j), one for each notion of D. The

plot confirms our observation of a clear association of specific infor-

mative services to different demographics, providing an interesting

and consistent ranking of applications versus urbanization.

Specifically, it is apparent that people living in rural regions

of France have a preference to use Windows Mobile devices. Au-

tomatic updates for such OS are especially characterizing of the

spatial diversity, due to a lower overall traffic per user in rural

regions, which makes background traffic stand out. Instead, in-

habitants of French metropolitan areas prefer Apple iPhones, as

iOS-only services have a higher incidence than normal in cities.

Residents in French cities also display a remarkable tendency to

significantly use WhatsApp, a popular messaging application, and

long-lived streaming services such as Netflix.

We underscore that the diversity of mobile service usage ob-

served above is not an artifact of the different availability of radio

access technolologies in urban and rural areas of France. The ob-

served diversity of OS-specific traffic is a first evidence: there is no

reason why lower or higher mobile datarates should affect adop-

tion of Windows Mobile devices rather than Apple iPhones. To

further prove our point, we leverage 2G, 3G, and 4G coverage maps

provided by ARCEP, the French agency in charge of regulating

telecommunications in France
5
, as well as data on the deployment

of 1.8 million Wi-Fi home access points owned by Free, an incum-

bent Internet service provider in the country [28]. Both datasets

refer to around the same period of the mobile service traffic collec-

tion. The left plot in Fig. 11 shows that 4G coverage (dark blue) was

already pervasive in France at the end of 2016: most of the national

territory enjoyed broadband mobile access, including many regions

tagged as suburban and rural by the demographics levels in Fig. 6.

In the relatively small portion of geographic surface without 4G

access, 3G was available, and 2G-only coverage areas were basically

absent. Therefore, the cellular access technology cannot be con-

sidered as a discriminant for the geographical diversity of usages

observed in our study for specific services. Also, the right plot in

Fig. 11 shows that Wi-Fi presence, measured in available access

points per person, is largely uniform across communes; it ranges

between 10 and 50 people per one Free Wi-Fi router, without any

clear correlation with population density. The limited heterogeneity

of Wi-Fi presence lets us conclude that also Wi-Fi access alone is

insufficient to justify the differences in mobile service consumption

across urban and rural areas that we find in the France scenario.

5https://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/datasets/monreseaumobile/.



(a) Cluster 2 (b) Cluster 3 (c) Cluster 5 (d) Cluster 9

Figure 8: Significance vectors ρS
′

k (j) for the four clusters k ∈ K in Fig. 7.

(a) Cluster 2 (b) Cluster 3 (c) Cluster 5 (d) Cluster 9

Figure 9: Significance vectors ρDk (d) for the four clusters k ∈ K in Fig. 7. We consider urbanization levels as the levels d ∈ D.

Figure 10: Left, middle: incidencematricesM(d, j), as heatmapswhere light (respectively, dark) colors denote high (respectively,
low) values. Demographics levels in D are derived from discretized population density in terms of number of people per
square kilometer (left) and urbanization levels (middle). Services are from the informative set S′. Right: relative positioning
of informative mobile services in the space of population density and urbanization levels.

 

Figure 11: Left: 3G (light) and 4G (dark) coverage in France.
Right: Scatterplot of the population density andWi-Fi access
point per person recorded in all communes of France.

Overall, the results in this section lead to our final takeaway

message: there exist clear interplays between the usage of a spe-
cific set of mobile services and the demographics features of
the territory, i.e., people tend to consume differently some ap-
plications in cities and in the countryside. Such relationships

are time-invariant: tests not detailed here due to space limitations

return nearly identical results to those in Fig. 10 when disaggregat-

ing the data into night, morning, afternoon, and evening hours.

7 CONCLUSIONS
We unveil that most mobile services are typically consumed in very

similar ways across a whole country like France. This suggests that

heterogeneity in mobile service usage is observable at citywide

scale due to land use [16], and at worldwide scale due to cultural

and language differences [27], but it is much weaker at nationwide

scale. In the latter case, we show that only a few specific services

display spatial diversity, in a way that is strongly linked to urban-

ization. While our results are for France, the methods used to derive

them are general. Also, they are ductile, which leaves space for fine

tuning and improvements: for instance, the two-phase algorithm

can accommodate any clustering technique as the cluster proce-

dure, including more complex solutions than a greedy strategy.

Our insights and approach can be useful in mobile networking (for

infrastructure planning), sociology (to understand relationships

between digital activity and social segregation), or urban planning

(to correlate mobile service usage and city structures).
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